
Go Home and Dig It: A Review
of  Will  Mackin’s  Bring  Out
The Dog

“Crossing the River with No Name,” the eighth story in Will
Mackin’s debut collection, Bring Out the Dog, describes the
movement of a SEAL team “to intercept” Taliban coming out the
Pakistan Mountains. Using night-vision equipment, the SEALs
plan to light up the night-blind Taliban with sparklers that
the  Taliban  cannot  see,  and  then  fire  state-of-  the-art
weapons at the invisibly sparkled men, eliminating the threat
before the threat can become a threat, before the threat knows
that it is, in fact, threatened. They have done this, the
first-person narrator explains, many times before.

A paragraph from early in the story:

“Electric rain streaked straight down in my night vision. Cold
rose from the mud into my bones. It squeezed the warmth out of
my heart. My heart became a more sensitive instrument as a
result, and I could feel the Taliban out there, lost in the
darkness. I could feel them in the distance, losing hope. This
was the type of mission that earlier in the war would have
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been fun: us knowing and seeing, them dumb and blind. Hal,
walking point, would have turned around and smiled, like, Do
you believe we’re getting paid for this? And I would have
shaken my head. But now Hal hardly turned around. And when he
did it was only to make sure that we were all still behind
him, putting one foot in front of the other, bleeding heat,
our emerald hearts growing dim.”

A series of simple sentences, each spare, lithe, exquisitely
precise, usually in clusters of three, each distorting the
known or assumed physical world. The rain becomes part of the
night vision. The mud rises up into the bones. The cold takes
away warmth but provides an uncanny sensitivity to the enemy’s
pain and fear. But then a pivot, a pointed reference to the
carefree juvenescence of these would-be demigods, when they
couldn’t  believe  they  were  getting  paid  to  appear  in  the
middle  of  the  night  and  massacre  a  platoon  of  clueless,
effectively  blind,  Taliban.  And  yet  that  was  then,  six
intercepts ago; what now? What has happened to these emerald
glow-in-the-dark hearts? Where has their youth gone?

Will Mackin knows intimately. A 23-year Navy veteran, Mackin
flew  jets,  wrote  speeches  for  the  Vice  Chief  of  Naval
Operations, and spent six years as a Joint Terminal Attack
Controller with a SEAL Team before retiring in 2014. As such,
his work has a unique perspective not only on the endless
succession of deployments and dislocations SEALs endure, but
the disproportionate vision of people and country with all the
power in the world and no idea what to do with it.

The next paragraph in “Crossing”:

“We made steady progress through the rain until we came to a
river. The river looked like a wide section of field that
someone had broken free, that had, for unknown reasons, been
set in motion. In fact, the only way to tell the river from
the field was to stare at the river and sense its lugubrious
vector. But to stare at the river for too long was to feel as



if it were standing still and the field were moving.”

Again: paradox. How can you make steady progress through then
rain and then come to concentrated water? Then a simile that
claims that what has stopped them, blocked their “progress,”
has itself broken free. The pivot. A slight pause, an ironic
reference to fact—slippery in all of Mackin’s stories—and an
appeal to concentrated vision, some determinate perspective,
which is immediately undermined and inverted when the land
moves and not the river.

Soon the narrator is drowning in the river. The Virgin Mary
appears. She tells him she won’t be saving him. “How come?”
asks  the  narrator.  “Because  saving  you  would  require  a
miracle,  and  you  already  used  yours,”  she  said,  “not
unkindly.” The story then transitions to the States, and a
teenage narrator who laughs at a sentimental loser football
coach from Ocean City, NJ (what a place to be from! To live
your entire life in!), sleeps with the football captain’s
girlfriend, and smashes the mailboxes of rich people in the
neighboring town.  Then the narrator gets the miracle. They
win  the  football  game.  A  skinny  kid  whose  name  he  can’t
remember scores a touchdown.

Viktor  Shklovsky  argues  that  Leo  Tolstoy  “forgoes  the
conventional names of the various part of the thing, replacing
them instead with the names of corresponding parts in other
things.” He “estranges” because he refuses, Shklovsky says, to
“call a thing by its name.”  So too Mackin. As Peter Molin
points out in his Time Now post, Mackin calls nothing by its
name—the cold sensitive heart, the literally unnamed river
that does not move, the skinny kid who he does not remember.
In  other  stories,  SEALs  hunt  for  two  captured  American
soldiers  named  “no-chin”  and  “chin,”  the  SEALs  hold  an
elaborate memorial service for a killer Vermont Trappist monk
dog killed by a SEAL. “What do you folks want to hear?” asks a
tuba  (!)  player  on  an  isolated  outpost  in  middle  of
Afghanistan. Anything, nothing, go fuck yourself, says the
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crowd of soldiers high on horse drugs.

This aesthetic technique is not only a delight to read, but
fits Mackin’s subject. His SEALs live estranged lives. They
exist in multiple time zones. They travel by air from one
nameless spot on the map to the next. They have the power of
gods and the soft bodies of men. At the end of “Crossing the
River with No Name,” the narrator, rescued from the river by a
fellow  SEAL  (thanks  for  nothing  Virgin  Mary),  goes  on  to
intercept the Taliban. The narrator talks about how their
leader Hal used to invisibly sparkle the Taliban in the middle
of the platoon. “That would be the man we spare,” says the
narrator. “And that would be the man who would drop to his
knees in a cloud of gun smoke, raise his hands in surrender.
That would be the man who would tell who he was, where’d he’d
come from, and why.”

An act of divine mercy or human sadism? What’s the difference
exactly? Estrangement, undulating perspective, chip away at
once  obvious  distinctions.  Mackin’s  SEALs  sleep  with
strippers,  assault  stripper  boyfriends,  take  drugs,  ignore
training  protocol,  steal  manpower  away  from  other  units
because they can. Rules don’t win wars. SEALs do. So what then
are these modern-day Templars of the sky and sea and mountain
top winning with all this money, all this power, all this
violence,  all  this  freedom?  Are  they  saving  Afghanistan?
Afghans? Iraqis? Civilians? Hostages? The World?

Psychedelic  British  Classic  rock  mostly.  Pink  Floyd  songs
about mean teachers. Led Zeppelin LPs in reverse. Mailbox
busting. Girlfriend stealing. A sense of teenage disaffection
clings  to  the  narrator,  a  cynical  half-irony,  vague
entitlement in the face of endless plenty, combined with band-
of-brothers militancy, a love not of the country—dulce decorum
est  and  all  that  Horace  crap—but  of  each  other  and  an
unwillingness not to let one another down (because, as W.H.
Auden says, our sex “likes huddling in gangs and knowing the
exact time”).



In other words, the narrator—for all his explosions, all this
violence, all those dead bodies—is not much different than any
other American boy, any other American man.

How’s that for the horror of war?

Barry Hannah’s “Midnight and I’m Not Famous Yet” provides
Mackin his epigraph. “We saw victory and defeat,” the epigraph
says. “They were both wonderful.” Elsewhere in “Midnight and
I’m  Not  Famous  Yet”  Hannah’s  narrator,  a  U.S.  Captain  in
Vietnam, reflects:

“It seemed to me my life had gone from teen-age giggling to
horror. I never had time to be but two things, a giggler and a
killer.”

Sometimes the SEALs call Mackin’s narrator “Fuckstick” (a nod
to Fuckhead of Denis Johnson’s Jesus Son perhaps, another
psuedo-bystander).  Sometimes  the  narrator  throws  a  charnel
rock for no reason and imagines and asteroid hitting the earth
and aliens—little bars of blue light—finding the SEALs dead
bodies and asking each other why he threw the rock. Sometimes
the narrator listens to a SEAL team leader speak about the
imperative of “speed and violence,” about how the SEALs are on
the top of the food chain for a reason, and notices how
nicotine enters through the SEALs “thinnest of membrane on his
upper lip.”

Displacement. Disproportion. Despair. We can call down the
fire of gods in the form of drone strikes, artillery shells,
and invisible lasers, but can we save the people around us
from dying off one by one? Can we combat the battle fatigue
evident after five deployments? Can we stabilize and make
sense of the endless succession of kaleidoscopic dislocations
born of a war with no clear direction, no beginning, no end?

No. Not really. But we can love our men. We can love the war.
We can giggle and kill.



“Fools. Fools,” says Barry Hannah’s Vietnam Captain. “Love it!
Love the loss as well as the gain. Go home and dig it.”

Go home and dig it.

Dig what? What can we fools at home dig?

“I lay back on the outcropping,” says another Mackin narrator,
during a training exercise in Utah, waiting for a plane to
blow up a fire truck that may or may not be a real fire truck.
“The stone was warm, the breeze refreshing. Drifting off to
sleep, I found myself feeling thankful to the war. What else
would bring me up here on such a perfect day?”

Dorothy Parker once argued that Hemingway wrote not like an
angel—as his many admirers insisted—but like a man. Mackin
actually writes like an angel. Like an angel that wants to go
back  to  being  a  man,  or,  rather,  like  a  man  with  the
perception of an angel and the soul of a man. The cumulative
effect is as astonishing as the fact our country has been
fighting a war for eighteen years and might well be fighting
for eighteen more years: it estranges us to the experience of
ourselves, to the experience of America, the experience of
history.  Our  eyes  grow,  as  Mackin’s  says,  “bright  with
relativity”—the war does not end; it cannot end. But we see.
We fools see. Don’t we?


